
Punchlist 1959 GMC Pickup 1/2 Ton Napco 4X4, Fleetside Short-Wheelbase, V8, Turbo 700
Objective Due May 18th 2013
Finish the project and enjoy the truck with my dad, brother during my visit.  This will be my truck when visiting in the future and my dad or
brother can drive it when I am not there.  I want to bring it back to almost original condition but with high safety and runnability standards.  This
is a big deal for me/us!!
Issue when truck was running Issues in 1998
Truck has been sitting since 1998, since then it was started a few times but not in the last years
Poor engine performance, sputtering at high RPMs, overheating (possible reason mismatch distributor and wiring after paint job and wiring
harness change)
Low leaf springs front, possible touching of oil pan and steering bar
Small kink in the fram (rear drivers side), not sure if this is a issue but it should be checked before work is done
Old rally wheels did not fit over hubs, not sure if current wheels have the same issue
Things to truck: Napco was added to truck in 1991, rocket crome, otherwise all option stock
Punchlist
Status Activity Area Work Requested Jonesy's Comments

Req.
Take pictures of
truck

Check Motor and Serial, The motor originated
from a early sixties corvette, not sure if orginal.
If is orginal maybe someone else may bigger
money for it

Hard to see but looks like the casting number for
the block is a 3970010. It is not an early 60's as
the cylinder head have drilled and tapped holes
for accesories.  302 through 350 1969 through
1980.

Req. Wash Truck Overall
soft hand wash, 15 years of dust, top of cab may
have tree sap on it Done

Req. Walk-around Overall general check of punchlist for correctness

We don't really need to be worried about
correctness as the truck has been heavily
modified as it stands now.

Req. Access Drivetrain Overall
Motor, transmission, transfer case, cooling,
exhaust, drivelines, axels and gears boxes

Req. Access Interior Overall
carpet, seat, seat belt, heater, dashtrim,
headliner etc. See other punch list for interior

Req.
Access Body &
PaInt Overall

Hood, left door do not fit well, check all peices
for possible issues

the doors seem to fit Ok but there is obvious
signs that they have rubbed in the past.

Req.
Access secondy
functions Overall

Windshield wipers, lights, turn signals, guages
etc.

Req.
Access motor &
trans Overall

What really needs to be done, do we have an
issue with mismatch distributor and wiring?  Is
the motor/trans sound and worth the effort?
Check radiator (leaks big enough?)

Req. Access frame Overall

Check kink in frame, insure this is not a problem
or look into fixing the issue and what it would
cost. Kink in drivers side, behind the rear leaf
spring if I remember correctly See photo not bad enough to really worry about

Req. Check gear ration
Drive
Train

make sure front and back axel have same gear
ration.  I am pretty sure we were not that stupid
but I just cannot remember if we checked this

Req.
shock issue front
axel Suspension

orginally the Napco shock was mounted on
frame to leaf spring.  Mine was a bit messed up.
Need to look into solutions to improve



Req. check Pitarm Suspension

My dad said this was loose.  I also read the
pitarm is different for the Napco.  Not sure if true
and not sure if was transfered the pitarm from
donar vehicle.  Check it is working properly

Req. Replace fuel Fuel
clean tank and line, check if ok, refule fuel tank,
carburator and fuel lines Fuel

Req.
add electronic Fuel
tank switch Fuel

the perfect theft stopper, switch hidden under
the dash somewhere would be perfect Can't do as you do not have an electric pump.

Req. Battery Electric Do you have a preferance

Req.
Rewiring for HEI or
replace Distributor? Electric discuss recommended solution. Distributor or wiring

Req. wiper parts + motor Electric

check function, replace if necessary.  Two
replacement versions available based on
whether orginal was vacume or electric, which
one do I have?

You have the electric.  At least that is what the
motor is inside the tote your dad brought.  Not
sure if it works or not till I wire it up.

Req.
Radio and
Speaker/s solution Electric

either replace original radio with reproduction
classic radio with modern electronics or keep
original radio and hide new radio in glove box.
Let us discuss this. What color is my original
speaker box now?  Black and in good condition

I would recommend installing a new radio in the
stock location and adding in a dual speacker
combo in the stock speaker box.

Req. Heater / AC Electric

No cutting to dash.  Discuss original or deluxe
heater or aftermarket replacement with use of
original deluxe controls or original deluxe heater
unit (AC only if it is not too much work and extra
costs).  Dad what heater parts do we have now?

Looks lik you have the correct heater we just
need to confirm if the core leakes and the fan
works.

Req. Prep Carburetor Motor
check settings, proper function and if necessary
clean out old fuel

Req.
Replace Motor Oil,
Transmission Motor do what is necessary to prepare motor Oil, possible transmission fluid (turbo 700)

Req.
Replace cooling
fluid Motor

check radiator for leaks.  Dad fan belt shroud
mounted? Not mounted, fan is too large for
shroud

We need to sand blast and clean the fan shroud
and install it

Req.
Re-arch/Replace
Leaf springs (front) Suspension

discuss options for best possible solution (access
rear springs)

Once it is running we will take it to the spring
shop and have them re arch.

Req. Shock mount issue Suspensiondiscuss possible solutions See Photo what do you want to  change?

Req.
Hydraulic Brake
Lines Flex

Drive
Train

access break lines and options for new flex lines
(4x4 version are special i.e. longer)

Req.

Check transfer case
and axels for
grease/oil, replace if
necessary

Drive
Train

possible seals will seal, not sure if they are full of
fluid,

I will change the fluid.  These old rigs always
leak.  Just a matter of how.

Opt.

Replace power
steering fluid if
necessary

Drive
Train at least check level, replace or fill if necessary Level is fine.



Req.

Check Power Brake,
Pads and Brake
Cylinders, Bleed

Drive
Train

were new when parked but that was 15 years
ago.  Napco brake cylinders on front axle
different than normal We have a lot of work here

Req.
New exhaust
system Exhaust

replace only after motor and drive-train are in
good working order and issue with scratches on
oil pan and leaf springs have been solved.
Complete exhaust system and muffler, two pipes
exiting under rear bumper, minimum pipe ends
in chrome/polished stainless steel. Low V8
sound, like a purring cat, no loud sound! See Photo definatly needs replaced.

Req. Improve door fit Body
especially driver door does not fit well, perhaps
this is correctable they seem to fit preety well

Req.
Improve hood fit,
new hinges? Body

some body parts do not fit that well, investigate
and improve as much as possible

Possibly new hood hinges with spring I will try
and adjust first

Req.
Conservation body
parts Body

use special conservation spray to hinder rust in
the endanger areas like back of cab and door
hinge pockets

Conservation spray/fluid.  Do you have a product
in mind.

Req.

Polish & Install
Rocket Trim and
cab trim Ext. Trim

restore to original condition, be careful when
drilling holes and touch up paint as best possible

Req. New rear bumper Ext. Trim
replace both molding and bumper to factor 59
bumper New rear bumper and molding

Opt.

Re-chrome/Replace
front bumper &
guards (tits) Ext. Trim evaluate option New/Recrome front bumber and guards

Opt.
Recrome/Replace
grill Ext. Trim

evaluate option, recrome, reproduction, keep as
is. New/Recrome grill

Opt.
Replacement
Wheels Wheels

not sure if current wheels fit to truck, discuss use
these, aftermarket vintage wheels or modern
wheels Dad get diameter of hubs for ordering New Wheels

Req. New Tires Wheels

discuss recommended sizes for good fit to truck,
choice of wheels and wheel wells (heigth of
truck) New Tires

Req. Quality Carpet Interior

either customer job or kit, good insulation,
carpeting for steps in doors and underneath seat
also desired. I think I have a low hump right=
two types of carpet available what is the diff.
Between molded and normal carpet? Insulation, Carpet

Req. Sticker for Napco Interior
Discuss decal plate and sticker for Napco, not
sure where they were put Decals and plate

Req. Door Mats Interior
foot mats for shoes, both driver and passenger
side Door Mats



Opt.

New Seat with
3point seat belts or
Orginal Seat or
existing seat with 3
point seat belts
option Interior

discuss best options, I would like to keep the
truck as orginal as possible but want the safety
to be improved and need to be usable for a baby
seat

Find replacement seats out of later model truck
with a bend seat

Req. Roof upolstery Interior
mount upolstery for roof and rubber boarder and
dash strip (by window if not done)

Req.
Mount/Replace
Firewall Pad Interior

we have one  but it is not yet installed, not sure
of the condition Conditin is fine we will install it

Opt.
Restore dashboard
guages Interior

if I remember i have a set in black and in orginal
crome with stripes.  I personally would like to
use the crome with stripes.  Here is a link to a
guy who restores GMC dashes  http://www.
jalopyjournal.com/forum/showthread.php?
t=751033 Dashinlay Crome with Stripes (if available)

Req. Buy touch-up paint Paint Dad, get GM color code from broshure in garage Touch-up Bottle
Req. Touch-up truck Paint Driver-side door and where needed
Req. Prep & Polish Paint lightly polish truck where stratches are bad

Opt.
Pinstripe GMC
tailgait Paint

Pinstripe GMC either in white, or silver/crome
look I think we can just order a decal

Opt.
Disk Brake
conversion? Extra

not sure if this is possible or even a good option
but worth a conversation

Brakes need a lot of work and we might want to
consider removing the stock booster and master
cylinder and installing a later model pedal
assembly?

Opt. Trailer hitch Extra
construct and install hidden trailer hitch
underneath bumber, plus wiring

we can get a hitch mounted but not sure if it will
be hidden enough not a whole lot of options.

Opt.
New gas tank on
frame Extra Outside of cab

Good idea but the problem is where does the
filler neck go?


